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free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the
publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1913 Excerpt: .moving
loads of 25,000 lb. each, 5 ft. apart. Fixed Ends Fig. 294.--Moving
uniform load, two equal spans. Moving Uniform Loads If a
uniform load is considered, the influence lines indicate the spans
which should be loaded in order to obtain the maximum values
of the given functions. Fig. 294 represents the variation in
moment and shear for a uniform load on one span of a beam of
two equal spans, both fixed and supported ends. Figs. 295, 296,
and 297 give values for various loadings with three equal spans.
To illustrate the effect of loads on various spans upon the
bending moments, influence lines have been drawn for six equal
Fixed Ends Fia. 295.--Moving uniform load, three equal spans.
spans (Fig. 298), for moments at the centers of span 1-2 and 3-4,
and at supports 2 and 4. A maximum moment at the center of...
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A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything
using this written e ebook. Its been designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished
reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet
again once again down the road. I am just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Ma r k B er nier-- Ma r k B er nier
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